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Will the Profession of Accountancy
Become Overcrowded?
By Homer S. Pace, C.P.A., of Pace
HE question, “Is the practice of accountancy
likely to be overcrowded within the next few
years?” is often asked by the young man or
woman who is considering whether or not the work
of the public accountant offers a satisfactory voca
tional opportunity. We answer unhesitatingly that
the field of public practice is not overcrowded, and
we confidently state our belief that accountancy
will not be overcrowded for a generation to come.
Many reasons may be cited for our opinion. The
scarcity of supervising accountants tells its own
story. Practicing accountants will tell you that it
is extremely difficult to find competent senior
accountants who are capable of taking responsible
charge of engagements. Positions commanding
salaries ranging from $3000 to $5000 per annum go
a-begging. Admittedly, it takes five years and
more for one to qualify for such a position. Why
is it difficult to obtain and to hold supervising
accountants? Chiefly because they enter inde
pendent practice on their own behalf or accept
private •employment as controllers, treasurers, or
executive accountants. For twenty years and
more, the writer has watched the demand on behalf
of firms in accountancy practice for competent
supervising accountants; and, despite the fact that
thousands of men have qualified for the work, it
was never so difficult as at present to obtain the
services of accountants of this type.
This condition is accounted for by the fact that
the demand for authenticated statements as the
basis for credit and corporate promotion and for
technical help in the preparation and audit of tax
returns has more than kept step with the education
and training of men competent to perform the
work. Nothing more intricate from the technical
viewpoint has confronted the people of this country
in a hundred years than the payment of taxes on an
income and excess-profits basis. The energies of
thousands of accountancy-trained men and women
have been entirely absorbed by this work. The
services of more than three-fourths of the men and
women who have studied accountancy have been
absorbed by the vast activities of private business.
In fact, it is probable that not even ten per cent.
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of the students who enroll in accountancy schools
engage permanently in public practice.
These conditions are not likely to change quickly.
The necessity for each business and for thousands
of individuals to keep accounts of income and re
lated expenditures for tax purposes has made man
datory accounting work that was optional a decade
ago. The need of profit determination, the desir
ability of finding accurate costs, the benefits to be
obtained by budgeting—all these things and others
have breathed life into the dry bones of the account
ing-house bookkeeping of our fathers. Even the
bookkeeper of the old type—pencil over ear, expert
in rapid addition and red rulings—has almost van
ished. In his place have come, on the one hand,
cash registers, bookkeeping machines, time-clocks,
adding machines, loose-leaf ledgers, cards, electric
sorting and analyzing devices; and, on the other
hand, the technically trained accountant working
as an executive of the private business organization
or as an accountant in public practice. Somewhere
in between the modem devices and the technically
trained accountants will be found many specialized
clerks of one kind and another; but the good oldfashioned bookkeeper, holding in head and hand
the mysteries of double-entry, is nowhere on the
horizon.
Will the demand for specific and authenticated
facts as a basis for business management and as a
basis for the granting of credit continue and ex
pand? Will it reach out and out until even the
smallest retail business is brought within the circle
of scientific procedure? Or will the demand remain
as it is or lessen? The future of accountancy, both
in public and in private practice, lies pretty much
in the answer to this question.
The answer is that we are now in fact but enter
ing the era of the scientific recording and state
ment of financial facts. The time may come in
twenty-five years, or in fifty years, when the schools
of accountancy will be called upon merely to supply
accountants to take the place of those who retire
or who make that final accounting to which all men
are subject. Now, it is otherwise. The condition
is similar to that which existed originally in the
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automobile industry. It was not a question, during
the first twenty-five years, of replacing cars worn
out, but rather a question of meeting the needs of
a field entirely unsupplied with motor facilities.
The schools of accountancy, and the few original
practitioners have been confronted with the devel
opment of accountants, not merely to take the
place of those who were retired for one reason or
another, but to provide the original supply for the
entire country.
No, young man (or young woman, for many
women there will be in accountancy in the years to
come), your worry should not be as to the present
and future opportunities in accountancy practice.
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Rather, you should concern yourself, first, as to
whether or not you have the natural inclination and
capacity to perform the work of the accountant
properly; and, secondly, as to whether or not you
possess the industry and perseverance necessary to
prepare yourself for the technical and responsible
duties of the accountant in public practice. If you
find you qualify on these essentials, lay hold of the
task before you in justifiable confidence of success
—success from the performance of tasks that pro
mote the good of private enterprises and the wel
fare of the body politic, as well as success from the
viewpoint of income and the accumulation of a
competence.

Accountancy Training Valuable Vocational Asset
By Howard L. Gibson, former student of Pace Institute, Secretary, The American
Manufacturers’ Foreign Credit Underwriters, New York
STUDY of the careers of industrial leaders
will reveal that most of them built their
careers on a very definite foundation. This
foundation may have been law, accountancy,
engineering, chemistry, or finance. Although the
growth and complications of modern industry may
require greater specialization, the basic principles
of business will always remain the same, and the
one who can master these principles is best pre
pared for leadership.
The opportunities of a man possessing a definite
vocational training lie in applying this training
either to strict professional practice or to the ad
ministration of a private enterprise. The purpose
of this article is to point out the value of an
accountancy training upon which to build an ex
ecutive career.
The very fundamental object of industry is to
make profit. The article that is produced is merely
incidental to the making of profit. Even the
banker is not primarily interested in what is made
or how it is made, but rather in what profit is
made, and his first request will be for reports
setting forth the profit experience of the business.
Too often this fact is lost sight of. In the stress and
strain of daily activities, the object sometimes
seems to be the producing or marketing of a certain
product, not if such production or marketing will
make a profit. What is to be gained in spending
large sums of money, time, and effort in developing
a product that cannot be sold? Frequently, the
sales department is responsible for stressing a
product which may easily be disposed of in their
effort to make a big showing, but nothing is to be
gained unless this product can be sold at a profit.
These statements seem too elementary for repeti
tion, yet every executive can cite instances from his
experience where the concentrated effort was placed
on beating competition, developing a beautiful
piece of work, or doubling sales only to find, when
the goal was reached, that large sums of money had
been sacrificed with no possibility of an adequate
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return. Because of the zeal of accomplishment,
the ultimate object of profit was slighted. In the
same way every experienced accountant can tell of
many business enterprises that did not appreciate
the value of accounts, costs, and reports. It is
surprising to see the number of so-called modem
business institutions that attempt to run their
affairs without complete costs or accounts and con
sequently never know exactly where they stand.
If profit is so fundamental, it is only logical
that executive committees in discussing business
policies should start at costs, profits, and losses and
build their policies upon these facts, which usually
record past experiences. Otherwise, the final re
sults may be entirely inapplicable or impractical,
and such results are not uncommon.
Since the duties of industrial leaders are to make
decisions regarding business policies, and these
decisions should be based on costs, with the ulti
mate object of profit always in mind, there, can be
no better training than accountancy for such in
dustrial leadership. This training may supple
ment a training in law, chemistry, engineering, or
finance, but the executive with a full appreciation of
the value of accounts will always be in a better
position to administer his business and formulate
new policies.
Accountancy is very similar to engineering in
that it is an exact science and deals in facts. The
mind training derived from either of these subjects
is invaluable to the conduct of business. The
engineering or accounting method of attack of a big
proposition means a thorough, clean-cut analysis
of its foundation before going ahead with it. Many
a business failure could have been avoided if there
had been more than the frequent superficial ex
amination and quick decision. Too many con
cerns jump from one thing to another without hold
ing on to one long enough to derive the full benefit
from it and without being sure of their step before
jumping. A thorough grounding in accountancy
or engineering develops a mind training which
offsets this cursory method of operating.
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A Unique Office for Practicing Accountants
This article will bring to the minds of the readers of The Pace Student similar articles
published in earlier issues of this magazine. Particularly, it will be recalled that Messrs.
Nau, Rusk & Swearingen, of Cleveland, converted an old-time mansion into modern ac
countancy offices. Messrs. Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery have, as it will be seen,
done likewise in Los Angeles.—The EDITOR
XPERIENCE points to the fact that the
average client upon entering the office of a
professional auditor for the first time ex
pects to find rows of adding, calculating, and re
producing machines such as are displayed annually
in the business show. Of course, he expects to be
treated civilly. However, he is usually surprised
when he finds that his interview is not reduced to a
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stop-watch basis and that, after all, public ac
countants are just plain human beings endeavoring
to render a special, technical service in the best
possible manner. The second visit is usually ac
complished without any hesitancy on the part of
the client.
After the pleasant relations between client and
accountant have progressed a bit, the former finds
that, although mechanical devices designed to
facilitate office work are a necessary adjunct, they
comprise by no means the auditor’s entire stock in
trade. A good accountant’s chief claim to dis
tinction lies in the fact that after years of experience
with the accounting routine of numerous industries
and organizations, he has built up a capacity for
disposing of intricate business problems readily
and in an efficient manner.
In the East the office of the public accountant is
not unlike the average business office. Usually,
the auditors prefer, so far as it is feasible to do so,
to become established in the district in which the
majority of their clients have their offices.

With the development of the West, it was neces
sary for the firms with large eastern offices to open
branch offices in order to keep pace with the prog
ress of industry. As is generally known, the opera
tions of large corporations of the present time ex
tend from coast to coast, and by establishing branch
offices the larger public accountancy firms have
placed themselves in a favorable position for han
dling the work of such organization economically as
well as efficiently. It naturally follows, there
fore, that the accountancy offices of San Francisco,
Los Angeles, and Seattle, in the main, are of the
same type as those of New York City.
We qualified the last statement for the reason
that there has recently been established in Los
Angeles a public accountants’ office which is so
different from what one usually expects to find that
it should receive special mention. One naturally
expects, from the various reports from Los Angeles
dealing with increase in population, climate,
motion pictures, and the like, unique things from
that city. Accordingly, no great furor was created
when the announcement was received that Klink,
Bean & Company and Lybrand, Ross Bros. &
Montgomery, accountants and auditors, had open
ed their new office at 935 Valencia Street, Los
Angeles, California, and that the latter address
was a converted dwelling-house in the midst of the
home section, a considerable distance from the
business district. In order that this new departure
may be appreciated, it is desirable to describe the
facilities quite fully.

A Staff Room
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Instead of the usual office entrance, the client is
at first impressed with a well-kept lawn, shrubs, and
stately palms leading to a gabled house.
Once inside the main door, the visitor finds a
reception hall and a stairway leading up to the
staff rooms. The information counter and steno
graphic departments are to the left. The floors
and stairs are covered with carpet and curtains
adorn the windows. A home atmosphere prevails
throughout.
What were formerly living rooms are now ex
ecutive offices, and the sleeping apartments have
been converted into staff rooms. The old pantry
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that the new departure, affording comfort, sun
shine, and good ventilation, is conducive to the
physical and mental health of the principals and
staff?
According to reports, the clients enjoy the short
trip by auto from the heart of the city and find it
more convenient to discuss intricate business
problems away from the clamor of crowded streets.
Judging from the success of this venture it would
not be surprising if other firms should follow the
precedent established through this unique departure
on the part of a prominent firm of public ac
countants whose activities cover the continent.

Accountancy Epochs
CCOUNTANCY development may be di
vided in eras comparable to those adopted
by geologists to record the stages of world
evolution. The accountancy eras may be stated
thus:
1875 and previous—chaos.
1875-1900—the primary era, accountancy taking
root here and there by the development of an occa
sional, isolated practitioner, culminating in the
group organization of the American Association of
Public Accountants in 1887, and the enactment of
the first C. P. A. legislation in New York in 1896.
1900-1925—the secondary era, accountancy be
coming recognized by progressive business organiza
tions and by legislation in all the states providing
for the title of certified public accountant (C. P. A-.),
and giving standing, but conferring no right of
restricted practice.
1925-1950—the tertiary (present) era, account
ancy becoming everywhere recognized as a profes
sional accompaniment of modern industry and com
merce—an era destined to witness the placing of
the practice of accountancy on a restricted basis
comparable to that existing in law, medicine, and
dentistry.
It will be seen that the public practitioners of this
country, and accountancy students generally, are
entering upon the great tertiary period in account
ancy. Accountancy, in fact, is just beginning its
history as an organized and “going” profession. All
the efforts to date have done but little more than
to fix in the consciousness of the people of the coun
try at large the need for accurate accounting records
and the impartial and scientific verification of
financial facts.
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is now used as a storage for stationery, and a large
reinforced concrete vault has been constructed in
the rear of the building for the protection of records
from fire and theft.
The kitchen has been left intact, and the girls in
the office have the advantage of preparing their
food and serving it on the summer porch.
A garage with space for twelve cars affords ample
facilities for parking purposes for both clients and
employees.
The usual office essentials, such as telephone,
telegraph, electric lights, and the like, have been
installed with the result that the office is modern
as to these essentials.
Who can gainsay the fact that the accountant
can work more efficiently in such a peaceful en
vironment after a strenuous period in a busy
office in the city compiling the necessary data, or
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Safeguard Measures for Building and Loan Associations
By Charles T. Bryan, C.P.A. (N. Y.), of Pace & Pace
HE accounts of a large New Jersey building
and loan association were recently audited
by a firm of certified public accountants. As
a result of the examination, it has been reported in
the public press that a shortage of many thousands
of dollars seems to exist.
Irrespective of the causes to which the seeming
shortage in the particular instance may be attrib
uted, there appears to be a general disregard, on the
part of many such associations, of sound principles
in connection with the receipt of deposits from
members. The writer has on more than one oc
casion seen an officer or an employee of a building
and loan association receive cash from a member,
make entry in the pass-book of the member, and
then place the cash in his own pocket, with the
evident intention of turning it in to the secretary
at the close of business. One is led to wonder what
would happen if the memory of the officer or the
employee were faulty with respect to the exact
amount of such deposits.
Five simple precautionary rules are necessary in
order to safeguard the handling of moneys received.
The first rule is that moneys should be taken in only
at certain designated places, and not at any desk or
other location in the office at which a particular
officer or employee may happen to be at the time a
member wishes to make a deposit. Once the desks
or windows at which cash may be received have
been designated, there should be no deviation from
the rule, and it should be required that deposits be
made at such locations. The possibility of a deposit
given to an officer or an employee being overlooked
is thus reduced to a minimum.
The second rule is that only certain persons
should be permitted to receive cash. In many
organizations, however, such limitation on the num
ber of people to receive deposits would not meet
with favor. The rule is, however, very desirable.
The third rule is that money received be placed
in the cash drawer and be not carried, even tem
porarily, on the person of the officer or employee
who has received it. In this way the possibility of
the individual’s personal funds being mingled with
the association’s funds is eliminated.
The fourth rule, and one that would be an in
novation in a great number of associations, is that
a receipt should be issued in addition to the entry
in the pass-book. The receipts should be numbered
and should preferably be issued from a duplicating
machine, with which one or more carbon copies of
each receipt can be made. The original receipt
should be issued to the depositor; the duplicate
should be placed in the cash drawer or other ap
propriate receptacle until the end of the business
day. At that time, the duplicate receipts should be
arranged in numerical sequence, and every number
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in the sequence should be accounted for. The
amounts shown by the receipts should then be
totaled and reconciled with the amount of cash in
the drawer and with the deposit tickets. If it
should happen that a receipt is spoiled or voided,
the original and the duplicate of the receipt should
be retained and accounted for with the good re
ceipts. Entry may be made immediately in the
cash book; or the cash book may be written up at
a later, more convenient, time from the duplicate
receipts or from the deposit tickets. The auditing
committee may use the duplicate receipts in con
nection with their audit of the cash book.
The issuance of duplicate receipts in the manner
explained is not an untried device, although its
application to the operation of a building and loan
association may be new. The method is in com
mon use in many institutions that have to handle,
in comparatively short spaces of time, receipts of
money from large numbers of people—institutions
such as hotels, with several hundred rooms, operat
ing on a daily basis as regards patronage; boarding
homes, with several hundred guests, such as those
conducted by the Y. W. C. A.; institutions such as
the Y. M. C. A.; and commercial institutions. In
many of the organizations in which the method is in
use, large numbers of individual receipts are han
dled with despatch. The use of receipts in the
manner indicated is not an untried experiment, but
is a practicable procedure.
The fifth rule is that a periodic comparison be
made of pass-books and members’ accounts. This
comparison may be made at the end of each year, by
calling in the pass-books for inspection and com
parison, to be made by the auditing committee; or
on certain designated days (the first business dayin each month; or, in the instance of a large asso
ciation that conducts business every day, the first
business day in each week), a member of the audit
ing committee may compare every pass-book pre
sented on that day with the ledgers.
The adoption of any or all of the foregoing rules
may slow up somewhat the receiving of moneys.
Contrasted with this disadvantage, however, is the
control over the receipts that will follow, and the
assurance that every dollar received is actually
entered on the records and is accounted for.
The stewardship of the officers and employees
should, in addition, be passed upon by a profes
sional public accountant as the result of an audit.
The officers and employees are entitled to this re
view and definite approval of their intromissions,
and the members are entitled to the disinterested
opinion of an auditor as to the transactions handled
by their representatives.
It is a short-sighted
policy, that fails to provide the safeguards now
commonly used by the commercial organization.
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Walter S. Gifford
President of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
RADUATED from Harvard at nineteen and
president of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company at forty, with an inter
vening twenty-year bridge of executive-account
ancy work, is in short the vocational story of
Gifford—Walter S. Gifford—who was chosen, in
August, 1916, because of “his administrative
ability, coupled with his training as a statistician
and accountant,” to become Director of the Ad
visory Committee of the Council of National
Defense. After the war, he resumed his work
with the A. T. & T. Co., and, as vice-president, was
“in charge of accounts and finances.” The quoted
clauses, indicating the vocational background of
accountancy, are taken from a newspaper account
of the remarkable career of this young captain of
industry.
Mr. Gifford has supported his exceptional natural
abilities all the way along by a technical knowledge
of accountancy. He has been able* at every stage
of his development to collect, by scientific pro
cesses, the facts with respect to business transac
tions; and after the facts were collected, he has
been able to analyze them with precision. He
early obtained perspective by reason of performing
accounting work for his entire organization.
Accountancy ability has aided in the solution of
many a hard problem.
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It may be recalled, in this connection, that Mr.
DuBois, who was controller of the Red Cross
during the war, and who for many years previous
to the war had been controller of the A. T. & T.
Company, was recently elected to the presidency
of the Western Electric Company, a manufacturing
organization closely associated with the A. T. & T.
Co. Here again is found the effective use of ac
countancy as an aid to advancement to a corporate
position of great importance.
Big business is destined to recruit, within the
next few years, many of its greatest executives
from the ranks of the accountancy-educated.
The progression from bookkeeper to accountant,
from accountant to controller, from controller to
vice-president, and from vice-president to presi
dent will more and mere become a highway of
vocational ascent. Along this road, as along every
other one, men of limited education and training,
and men devoid of energy and perseverence, will
not advance far. However, when a man of the
business acumen of Mr. Gifford selects the highway
of accountancy knowledge and when his judgment
is justified by the reward of high office, young
men and women who are laboriously acquiring the
technical training required as a foundation for
work of this character may well take heart. There
will be other Giffords as the years unfold.

The Question and Answer Department
This Department does not publish answers to all questions received, but only to those which are
deemed to be of general interest to readers of The Pace Student. A communication, in order to re
ceive attention, must contain the name and address of the person asking the question.

COMPANY engaged in the manufacture of
toys (mechanical) builds a few machines for
its own use. Recently a discussion arose as
to whether, in connection with the construction of
these machines, any overhead should be capitalized.
One of the men who took part in the discussion
used this illustration: Suppose this machine is
purchased in the market, one would pay, not only
for manufacturing cost, but for selling, advertising,
and profit. A machine acquired under these con
ditions would be cost to the manufacturer of the
toys, and there would be no question regarding the
capitalization of this item. When one constructs
the machine, it is proposed to write this up on the
books at prime cost only. For comparative pur
pose, one could not determine whether the machine
could be built in the shop as cheaply as it could be
purchased elsewhere; furthermore, the profit, etc.
of another manufacturer is not questioned; there
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fore, why not recognize at least overhead in your
own shop?
The manufacturer said he was making toys, not
machines. The production of the machines is
only an incidental operation; the quantity made is
very small. If he made ten machines this year and
charged overhead, his product would be benefited
correspondingly. Suppose next year no machines
were manufactured. He has the men, he puts
them on odd jobs, and he does not want to dis
charge them. What* is going to absorb the
overhead? Naturally, the product. I would like
to have your opinion on this.
Answer:

Manufacturing expenses consist of material used
in production, the labor incurred in converting the
material to its final form, and the necessary mis
cellaneous expenses incurred as an incident to
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manufacturing. It makes no difference what the
product turned out is—these expenses are all
incurred in connection with the product. Ac
cordingly, it would be proper to capitalize, in
connection with the construction of the machines
you mention, a certain portion of overhead. It
makes no difference that the construction of the
machines is only an incidental operation. The
fact remains that the overhead was incurred, and
the benefit of some of the overhead cost was
utilized for the machines which were built. The
remaining overhead, of course, is absorbed by regu
lar production.
Furthermore, it makes no difference that had
the machines not been constructed, the overhead
would have been the same. The cost would have
applied to whatever was produced. The fact
remains that, as indicated in the preceding para
graph, the overhead was incurred and the machines
received some of the benefit from the overhead.
• As a practical matter, many accountants prefer
the mote conservative procedure (conservative
from the viewpoint of the valuation of assets) of
not capitalizing any overhead, in connection with
the cost of construction of such machinery. This
policy is also mentioned with approval by the
Federal Reserve Board in a “UNIFORM AC
COUNTING—A. Tentative Proposal Submitted by
the Federal Reserve Board, Washington, for the
Consideration of Banks, Bankers, and Banking
Associations; of Manufacturers, Auditors, Ac
countants, and Associations of Accountants.”
It should be noted, however, that the failure to
capitalize overhead is a matter of conservative
policy rather than accounting principle.

Why Juniors Remain Clerks
O CE upon a time a young man who had
N
studied long and faithfully, completed his
studies and journeyed forth to seek em
ployment as a junior accountant. He met account
ants of standing and acumen; he was received cor
dially and treated with kindness; he was told that
his application would be filed for future reference;
he obtained no employment. After a period of
deferred hopes and a culminating point of bitter
despair, he sought the advice of an accountant
grown old in practice—an accountant who had
reached that mellow period in which he had both
the time and capacity to give sage advice to young
sters. And this is what he said :
“Young man, a button is off your coat; your
trousers are uncreased; your shoes lack polish; a
newspaper sticketh out of your pocket; the remains
of a dairy lunch are upon your waistcoat; the yellow
of much smoking is upon your pen fingers. These
things, I say to you, are unprofessional; they have
stood between you and the pay envelope; they are
anathema to the professional men whose repre
sentative you sought to be.”
Replying, the young man said, “Do you thus
bring to my educated senses the lamentable infor
mation that practicing accountants would overlook
my technical training, my years of study, and refuse

*
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me employment because of my negligee? And, also,
you should know that I come from my office in the
apparel in which I labor—that no pains have I
taken to impress you, oh counselor.”
“I seek to convey to you,” replied the adviser,
“that no accountant can safely make approach to
his clients in the person of a young man whose out
ward appearance betokens carelessness, whose en
semble denotes mental disorder and personal un
cleanliness. Technical ability can be made avail
able only when accompanied by those conventional
details that voice respect for the opinions and feel
ings of others—details that, for want of a better
name, pass under the general name of personality.
“So far as your coming in working garb is con
cerned, remember always that the employing ac
countant is affected more by your appearance on
a work-day than by your attire on a Sunday or a
holiday. Dress carefully, quietly, inexpensively,
neatly, and support the sartorial effect thus gained
by qualities of speech and manner that are in keep
ing with such dress. By thus doing, your employ
ment problem, as well as your problem of future
success in the practice of accountancy, will be
solved.”
Pity it is that more accountants, too careful of
the feelings of young men who make application to
them for employment, dismiss the candidate with
kind words, while burying his application with bit
ter invective. Plain speaking will help and not
hurt the applicant, who may be guided, as was the
young man whose story has been told, into proper
channels of development.

Pace Institute of
New York trains

students and others—
men and women — to

speak in public. The ability to
speak effectively at business con
ferences and conventions and before
Boards of Directors and Committees is
of great value to the accountant in
public or in private practice.
A distinctive text providing exercises and
drills for use in voice building has been pre
pared expressly for this work. The study is
supported by class work in which each student
learns to speak by speaking.
Details will be cheerfully furnished upon
application to the Registrar.

Pace Institute
30 Church Street

-

New York
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The Crime Tendency
The American Institute of Accountants, through its Committee on Public
Affairs, combats rising tide of financial crime.
(Article concluded from January issue)
Embezzlements and Forgeries—
Estimated Annual Losses
$200,000,000
The crime of embezzlement is de
fined to be “the fraudulent and felonious
appropriation of another’s property by
persons to whom it has been entrusted
or into whose hands it has lawfully
come.’’ Wherever stewardship is created
—wherever, in public administration or
in private business, money or other prop
erty lawfully comes into the hands of an
officer, agent, employee, or fiduciary—
there is the possibility of a violation of
the trust relationship and the commis
sion of the crime of embezzlement. The
broader term “defalcation” is often used
instead of the word “embezzlement,”
particularly with respect to the derelic
tions of public officials or bank officers.
The crime of forgery is defined to be
the false making or alteration with fraud
ulent intent of a written instrument,
provided the instrument is one that can
be used to effect a fraud. Among the
common instances of forgery may be
mentioned the altering or “raising” of a
check, note, or other negotiable instru
ment in such a way as to increase its
amount; the alteration, with fraudulent
intent, of a deed, mortgage, or lease; the
making of false entries in books of
account or the alteration of entries with
fraudulent intent; and, in short, any
making or alteration of a written instru
ment with fraudulent intent, provided
the character of the instrument is such
that a fraud can be accomplished.
Forgery is commonly used as a cover
for the misappropriation of money or
property—a check or other negotiable
instrument drawn for $16, for example,
may be altered in such a way that $1,600
is collected upon presentation of the
instrument; a false entry may be made
to cover excess amounts drawn for pay
roll or other purposes; or property may
be acquired by means of an instrument
the signatures to which have been forged.
The number of checks annually used
in the United States is approximately six
billion, and it is estimated that ninetyfive per cent. of the business of the nation
is transacted by means of instruments
made valuable by the signatures of in
dividuals or firms. The opportunity for
forgery, so far as the number of instru
ments is concerned, therefore, is prac
tically unlimited.
The business public bears a burden
by reason of these two crimes—embezzle
ment and forgery—and by reason of the
costs necessarily incurred in conducting
the fidelity and surety companies, that
approaches a quarter of a billion dollars
a year—an average of approximately
$800,000 for each business day of the
year. The burden thus placed upon the
shoulders of honest men and women

is unbelievably heavy and calls for
prompt remedial action on the part of
the business community. Suggestions
are later given as to the specific steps that
may be taken by business men to combat
this crime tendency.
Credit Frauds—Estimated Annual
Losses $400,000,000
Credit frauds include the losses sus
tained because of misrepresentations
made for the purpose of obtaining credit
—misrepresentations made more often
than not in the form of balance sheets
and profit and loss statements. The
losses include the ones arising from fraud
incident to insolvency and bankruptcy.
There are penal statutes in the various
states relative to obtaining cash, goods,
or credit by means of false representa
tions. In a number of the states, in
cluding California, Illinois, Michigan,
New York, Ohio, and Tennessee, the
statutes are in many respects identical.
Later in this Letter-Bulletin, the New
York law is given in full. Attention may
well be directed to the standardization
throughout the country of the penal
statutes with respect to this type of com
mercial misrepresentation.
In commenting upon this type of crime,
Hon. Joab H. Banton, district attorney
of New York County, in a recent address
to practising accountants, made the
following statement:
“In my opinion, speedy trials and cer
tainty of punishment tend more than
anything else, in the way of law enforce
ment, to prevent crime. * * * It was
this consideration that led me to study
carefully the penal law relating to false
financial statements made in order to
obtain credit. If the statement be acted
upon and either merchandise or money be
supplied to the maker of the statement, a
larceny is committed, depending in degree
upon the amount stolen. But the law
permits the prosecution of a person who,
for the purpose of obtaining credit, files
with a merchant or a bank a false state
ment as to his financial condition. The
legislature in its wisdom has defined this
crime to be a misdemeanor.
“When I came into the District At
torney’s office, I discovered that very few
false financial statement cases resulted in
a conviction. There were two reasons
for this. First, the great length of time
which elapsed between the commission
of the crime and the trial in the Court of
General Sessions and, secondly, the in
ability of the average juror to understand
the crime. After seriously considering
the matter, I determined to press all such
cases as misdemeanors, that is, to try the
offender for the crime of making a false
financial statement in order to obtain
credit, rather than to try him for the
crime of larceny for money or merchan

dise obtained by means of false financial
statement. The result has been most
gratifying.”
The foregoing quotation indicates the
distinction that exists in New York be
tween the mere filing of a false statement
and the obtaining of money or goods
upon the basis of such a statement.
Business men, notwithstanding the
fact that a satisfactory penal law against
misrepresentation is in effect and is being
enforced, find it advisable to take every
precaution in verifying representations
made for credit and related purposes.
The observance of three requisites is
generally conceded to be necessary,
namely:
Submission of financial state
ments: Current statements of financial
position and profit and loss, properly pre
pared and supported by ample detail,
should be required from the individual or
concern seeking credit.
Verification of statement: The ac
counts of the applicant for credit should
be verified and the financial statements
certified by accountants who conform to
recognized professional standards of
practice.
Exercise of credit judgment: In
telligent credit judgment should be exer
cised by the business man or credit man
upon the basis of all available facts bear
ing upon the character and financial
standing of the applicant, including the
facts contained in the authenticated
financial statements.
Many financial statements that are
not certified, no doubt, present conditions
and results with substantial accuracy, but
the banker or credit man who accepts
such an unverified statement fails to take
an ordinary business precaution, and he
must be prepared to take the respon
sibility for failing to require a proper
authentication of the facts upon which
the credit is based
Business men, both as individuals and
as members of business men’s and civic
organizations, should encourage in every
practicable way measures that tend to
reduce losses from credit frauds. Efforts
should be made to improve when neces
sary, the penal laws in order that the trial
and punishment of the guilty may be
certain and prompt, and every possible
aid should be given to the authorities in
the prosecution of cases of this type.
At the same time, one may profitably
keep in mind another statement by Mr
Banton: “As long as humanity is human
there will be someone who, through
fraud, in one way or another, will take
from others their money.” No penal law
will entirely prevent the activities of the
dishonest, and it is the duty of business
men to exercise the reasonable business
precautions heretofore suggested in pass
ing upon credit applications.
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Stock Frauds—Estimated Annual
Losses $1,000,000,000
Losses from stock frauds are chiefly
due to the sale of corporate securities of
no actual or potential value and the losses
resulting from bucket-shop and other
illegal forms of trading in securities. The
character of these crimes will be in
dicated by a further quotation from the
address of District Attorney Banton, to
which reference has heretofore been made,
as follows: .
“Another class of crimes * * * con
sisted of larcenies by means of false
representation in connection with the
sale of spurious securities, and bucketshop cases. * * *
“The figures that I shall give are
startling, and yet, my authority for the
sale of spurious securities is the Depart
ment of Justice and my authority for
brokerage failures is the record in this
county. Over $3,000,000,000 have been
stolen from the people of this country
since the close of the war through the
sale of spurious securities. As most of
the wealth of this country is concen
trated in this city, a large part of this
amount was stolen here. The prosecu
tion of the thief and putting him in
prison does not restore to the defrauded
person his money; the person who was
defrauded in this way, usually, was poor
and was striving to make his life savings
earn more than savings bank interest.
Case after case has come before me
where the entire life’s savings of in
dividuals have been stolen in this way.
It thus becomes an economic question.
For those who had saved against old age
had been deprived of their savings and
soon may be subjects of public charity
and thus become a charge upon the com
munity or members of their families.
“Something like 200 brokers failed in
three years; of this number 89 had some
standing in this community. The total
liabilities of this 89 were $116,000,000;
their total assets were less than 1% of
their liabilities. These assets usually
were consumed in the expenses of liquida
tion in the bankruptcy courts and hence
it may be said that considerably more
than $100,000,000 had been stolen from
the people by these corrupt brokers.
That we have convicted more than 45 of
this number and have many of them in
prison does not restore the lost money to
their customers.
“Another form of defrauding the in
vesting public is rigging the market.
There is no way of telling how much has
been stolen in this way. * * * Com
plaints in my office show that socalled reputable brokers in Wall Street
manipulated the prices of the securities
of one corporation so that they were
able to unload upon the gullible public
to the tune of $14,000,000 the securities
of this corporation and then the corpora
tion failed. Another case shows that
the public was deprived of $1,000,000.
* * * "
Mr. Banton stated that the solution
of the problem, in his judgment, lies in
obtaining legislation that will place the
brokerage business under the supervision
of the State Superintendent of Banks,
with suitable supervision of the issue

of securities such as are not listed upon
accredited exchanges.
The Committee on Public Affairs is not
in position to express an opinion as to
the character of legislation needed to
correct these evils. In many states, no
doubt, satisfactory legislation already
exists. The Committee does, however,
direct attention to the fact that sales
of spurious stocks are made largely on
the basis of financial misrepresentations,
including those made in statements of
financial position and estimated earn
ings. The encouragement, if not the
actual requirement, of the use of verified
financial statements in the instance of
the offering of stocks for sale to the
public would tend to correct the serious
condition that now exists.
Prospective investors should be en
couraged, especially when they are with
out experience in financial affairs, to
consult with reputable bankers before
deciding upon the purchases of specu
lative leases or shares in companies that
are being promoted. Few losses, if any,
are incurred from the purchase of fraud
ulent securities by men and women who
follow the advice of reputable bankers.
Action of the kind indicated, together
with the encouragement of all necessary
regulatory acts, will tend to protect the
investing public and to reduce the heavy
losses that are now suffered by reason of
this type of financial crime.

Preventive Measures suggested
by Committee
Steps to be Taken by Business Men
The Committee on Public Affairs, in
addition to the general recommenda
tions already made, urges upon business
men the desirability of taking steps
within their respective organizations that
will tend to reduce losses and to bring
the prevalent crime tendency under con
trol.
Principal attention should be paid to
preventive measures. The work of de
tecting fraud, although exceedingly im
portant from the viewpoint of the busi
ness that has suffered loss, should not
obscure the greater importance of pre
ventive work. The proneness of people
everywhere to overlook measures to pre
vent losses is so characteristic that the
proverb that refers to “locking the stable
after the steed is stolen” has become one
of the most familiar of our language. In
times such as the present, however,
there is reason for believing that business
men and business organizations, at
least, can be induced to take rational
preventive measures and thus check the
crime tendency so far as it relates to
business affairs.
The immediate steps suggested by the
committee for business men and organi
zations to take in order to combat the
crime tendency will be stated briefly.

Division of Work arid Internal Check
An effective means of preventing fraud
is to provide automatic safeguards and
controls in the plan of office work.
Oftentimes, a proper division of duties
will reduce the likelihood of fraud by
making the collusion of two or more
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people a prerequisite to the crime. For
example, if a cashier receives money on
accounts receivable and another em
ployee posts the items to the customers’
ledger, there is less opportunity for
fraud than when the cashier both re
ceives the money and makes the postings.
Likewise, if goods are ordered by one
employee and received and checked by
another, there is less risk of fraud than
when the purchasing and the receiving
are done by a single individual. There
are in fact many ways in which a proper
division of work will tend to minimize
the likelihood of fraud.
Oftentimes, the work can be divided
in such a way that there is an automatic
internal check or control. For example,
in a railroad an effective internal check
is obtained by placing the receipt and the
disbursement of cash under the treasurer,
the accounting work under the controller,
and the staff audit work under an
auditor. In a factory, a pay-roll check
may be obtained by comparing the total
amount of time charged to factory jobs
in the cost records against the total
amount as shown by the pay-roll; and
in a bookkeeping office, one bookkeeper
may post the detail of sales and settle
ments to customers’ accounts, while
another bookkeeper may independently
make summary entries of sales and settle
ments in the general books, the result of
the summary entries being proved against
the results in the customers’ ledger. In
fact, in organizations that have a con
siderable volume of financial transac
tions, there is often opportunity for doing
the work in such a way that the work
of one employee checks and proves the
work of another.
The more division and control of this
kind there is, the less opportunity there
is for fraud. Obviously, the larger the
organization, provided the work is prop
erly planned, the less need there is in
auditing work proper for the detailed
checking of each financial transaction.
Herein is found the reason why the public
accountant is often able, in large organi
zations, to substitute test checks in
certain parts of his work for a complete
detailed check of transactions.
Many embezzlements and forgeries are
found to be due to a lack of proper
planning of office work. Every re
sponsible business executive, therefore,
should determine whether or not a full
measure of automatic protection is ob
tained in his plan of work. Wherever
defects are found to exist, they should be
corrected by an immediate rearrange
ment of duties and procedures.
As an incident to the provision of
adequate internal check, all mechanical
devices that are of proved value in pre
venting losses from fraud should be
installed. Among the devices and equip
ment commonly used may be mentioned
protective cashiers’ cages, modem cash
registers and tills, containers for money
in transit to bank, safety paper for
checks, check-protecting devices, modem
vaults, and the like.
A large measure of protection can be
secured against the alteration of checks
and bills by giving attention to the style
and form of the instruments. The use
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of safety paper and various devices that
safeguard against alterations is inexpen
sive and essential. The individual or
business house that fails to use these
safeguards is likely, in the event of losses,
to fail to establish the fact that ordinary
precautions have been taken against
alteration—often important when a bank
over-pays a check by reason of fraudulent
alteration.
The Use of Staff Audita

The term staff audit is used to
indicate a procedure by means of which
certain regular employees of an organiza
tion, usually known as auditors, are
assigned the duty of auditing and check
ing the work of other employees, par
ticularly those entrusted with the han
dling of funds. A good plan of work, in
which there is a proper division of duties
and the proper use of internal check,
helps to reduce the cost of, and to make
more effective, a staff audit.
The Government, as is well known,
employs in the Treasury, Post Office,
and other departments thousands of staff
auditors. The public utility companies,
the large industrial organizations, the
department stores and many other or
ganizations maintain auditing staffs and
thereby largely prevent misappropriation
of funds and other property. The cer
tainty of the review and inspection of
detail by an employee especially em
ployed for that purpose is a great deter
rent of fraud.
The installation of this important
method of prevention, generally speak
ing, has been limited to the larger
organizations. There are many in
stances in Which the method can be used
in smaller organizations, frequently at a
nominal addition in operating cost.
Oftentimes, in a small organization, part
of the time of one employee may be used
advantageously in checking the work of
another employee. The certainty of a
disinterested review of an employee’s
transactions always tends to deter from
carelessness and wrong-doing.
The larger number of embezzlement
losses occur, beyond doubt, in organiza
tions that do not, as a matter of routine,
conduct staff audits. The business exec
utive, therefore, should review his or
ganization in order to ascertain whether
or not a more extended use of the staff
audit procedure is practicable. When
ever a beneficial result can thus be
accomplished, the procedure always has
the hearty endorsement and approval of
the professional accountant.

The Use of Professional Audita
The term professional audit is used
to indicate the work of verification and
audit performed for business organiza
tions and various divisions of the state
and the federal governments by profes
sional accountants. This independent
review of financial transactions has
always been recognized by business men
and the surety companies as an im
portant preventive of commercial fraud.
There may be several objectives in
employing a public accountant for audit

ing work aside from the prevention or
detection of fraud. For example, the
public accountant may prepare and cer
tify statements for credit purposes; he
may prepare tax returns or make analyses
in support of the appeal of tax cases;
or he may prepare statements for the
purpose of attracting the investment of
additional capital. As an incident to
all this work, however, the accountant
is presumed always to be on the watch
for irregularities, including those in the
nature of commercial fraud. For all
these purposes, except that of providing
the best obtainable measure of protection
against fraud, work performed at the
conclusion of a business year is likely to
meet all needs.
Whenever it can be done, and particu
larly at this time when the prevention
of crime assumes more than ordinary
significance, the audit should be con
ducted so as to give the best obtainable
measure of protection against crime.
It is well known that an audit of prac
tically continuous character—that is, an
audit performed from month to month
or from quarter to quarter—is more
effective as a deterrent of crime than an
audit conducted after the close of the
year’s business. Business men will do
well, therefore, to have all accounting
work of an auditing nature distributed
so far as practicable over the year that
is being reviewed. The results can usu
ally be used as well for credit and all
other business purposes as though the
work were postponed until after the
close of the business year, while the
moral effect in the prevention of crime
will be much greater.
The professional accountant, as the
result of his audit work, usually attaches
a certificate to the balance sheet and
profit and loss account of his client, and,
in addition, often renders a report in
which much explanatory detail is given.
In every instance in which a business
man incurs business risks upon a presen
tation of financial facts, he is entitled to,
and should have available as a matter
of course, financial statements verified
by a professional accountant. A great
many of the credit frauds and stock
frauds would never occur if the rule of
adhering rigidly to authenticated state
ments were followed. Efforts should be
made, therefore, to encourage in every
practicable way the use of verified
financial statements in business trans
actions.
A beneficial effect upon the moral and
work-efficiency of an employee is likely
to be obtained by the employment of
disinterested public accountants who, at
short intervals, check in detail all or
selected parts of the transactions of
such an employee. An employer who
neglects to provide this support to an
employee—to provide for a definite
establishment from time to time of the
regularity of his transactions—can not
entirely relieve himself of moral responsi
bility when crime occurs.
The day will undoubtedly come when
preferential rates on fidelity bonds may
be granted to concerns that have their
accounts audited by professional ac

February
countants. The matter has already had
the consideration of the fidelity com
panies, but no definite action has been
taken or is in immediate prospect.
There can be no doubt that the risk of
loss is reduced in an organization whose
affairs are effectively audited at short
intervals.
The work of the professional account
ant with relation to the prevention and
detection of commercial fraud was
summed up in a recent letter by Presi
dent E. A. St. John, of the National
Surety Company, to the Committee on
Public Affairs, as follows:
“Every day, every hour, in all parts
of the United States, is fought a silent
but active warfare in which hundreds of
accountants work to detect some telltale
discrepancy revealing a defalcation and
in which hundreds—yes thousands—of
embezzlers strive to conceal their thefts
by an endless and highly interesting
variety of bookkeeping tricks.
“In this country alone embezzlers
steal more than $100,000,000 every
year; and but for the vigilance and
efficiency of accountants, would make
away with an inestimably larger sum.”

The Use of Fidelity Bonds

As a preventive of commercial fraud,
and as a prudent business measure, all
employees entrusted with money, securi
ties, and convertible property should be
bonded by a fidelity or surety company.
The advantages to be derived from this
procedure are well known to all business
men. There is a distinction between
surety insurance and fidelity insurance.
A surety bond guarantees performance
of some specific act; a fidelity bond
guarantees the honesty of some person,
and protects an employer against loss
by the dishonesty of an employee.
The bonding of an employee empha
sizes the importance and trust character
of his work. It relates his vocational
record to an institution that makes a
business of reviewing personal and. busi
ness records and of extending business
approval to persons of undoubted
integrity. The bonding of employees is
now so common that it is not resented
by the sensible employee, and the proce
dure undoubtedly encourages the indivi
dual to safeguard his reputation for
integrity.
There is another phase to the matter
of bonding. The probability of prose
cution, in the event of a dereliction, by
a surety or fidelity company (an organi
zation that is not likely to be influenced
by the sympathy that often arises from
the intimate relation of employee and
employer) also deters from crime.
The lack of coverage of embezzlement
losses throughout the business world
indicates how much remains to be done
in this respect as to crime prevention
and as to the protection of individual
business organizations from disastrous
losses from financial crimes. The busi
ness man should at once take such action
as will lead to a full coverage against
losses that may arise from wrong-doing
on the part of employees entrusted with
funds or other convertible property.
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Preventive Measures Suggested like should be prepared at frequent in carrying out all audit checks and tests
which they consider necessary.
intervals, usually monthly.
by Surety Companies
Plan
of work: The plan of office work
Suggestions as to Audit
Causes of Fidelity Losses
should provide all possible automatic
The fidelity and surety companies, by
reason of their continuous review of
losses caused by crimes of embezzlement
and forgery in every part of the country,
are able to determine the causes of com
mercial crime and to suggest steps that
should be taken to prevent the occur
rence of these crimes. Among the
causes of the increase in financial crime,
according to the surety companies, the
following are pre-eminent:
Lack of auditing of accounts with
sufficient frequency and thorough
ness;
Carelessness in investigating records
of new employees;
Carelessness in not keeping office
funds and valuables in modem safes;
Increased opportunities for financial
crime, due to enlarged complexity
of modem business;
Disrespect for property rights and law;
Resentment against the wealthy class;
Low salaries;
Unemployment;
Doctrines of anarchy and Bolshevism;
Desire for luxury beyond earning
capacity.
Many of the suggestions made by the
surety companies as to the prevention
of crime are based on the causes of crime,
as above listed. The most important
of the suggestions, to all of which the
attention of the businessman can profit
ably be directed are the following:

Suggestions as to Personnel
References: The integrity of incom
ing employees should be determined by a
thorough investigation of business and
personal references.
Salaries: Employees who occupy
positions of trust should be paid salaries
that are at least adequate to meet their
normal living expenses.
Vacations: Each employee in a posi
tion of trust should be required to take
an annual vacation, during which time
his books and accounts should be placed
under the control of another.
Bonding: A fidelity bond, indemnify
ing against possible loss from dishonesty,
should be taken out for each employee
entrusted with money, securities, or
other convertible property.
Reporting losses: Deviations from
strict integrity, even though slight in
character, should not be condoned or
excused, but should be reported at once
to the bonding company and to the
auditors.
Personal responsibility: The work
should be divided in such a way that
each employee may be held individually
responsible for all items of cash, securi
ties, or other convertible property that
come into his hands.

Suggestions as to Procedure
Double-entry: Double-entry books
of account should be used, and trial
balances, schedules, analyses, and the

safeguards against fraud. Dual posi
tions (one person doing various types of
work) should be avoided as far as
practicable.
Use of safe: Convertible securities
should be kept in a safe or a vault,
access to which is possible only by the
presence of two persons, each using a
different key. Proper registers and tills
should be provided for current cash on
hand.
Negotiable instruments: Not less
than two authorized signatures should
be required in the issuance of all forms
of negotiable paper. All standard safe
guards against fraud, such as safety
paper and check-writing machines, should
be used.
Deposits: All cash receipts should be
deposited in bank, deposits being made
daily. Whenever practicable, two em
ployees should jointly make the deposit
or withdraw cash for pay-roll or other
purposes.
Payments: All ordinary payments
should be made by check except petty
cash payments. Care should be taken
to limit petty cash payments to items
that from their nature can not be
paid by check. Pay-roll disbursements
whenever practicable, should be made
by check.
Checks: Checks should be drawn only
upon the basis of vouchers approved by
some person in authority, preferably by
some person other than the person or
persons signing the checks. Each check
should be compared with its voucher
before signature to determine that it is
drawn for a proper sum and purpose.
The voucher should then be initialed by
the person signing the check to prevent
its being submitted in support of another
check.
Balancing of bank accounts and
reconciliation: Bank accounts should
be balanced monthly by the bank. A
reconciliation should be made between
the balance of cash in the books of ac
count and the amounts shown to be on
deposit by the various bank pass books
or bank statements. Each paid check
should be compared with its corre
sponding item in the cash book or the
check book and carefully inspected as to
signature and endorsement. The recon
ciliation and inspection should prefer
ably be made by some one other than
the person or persons signing the checks
and keeping the cash book or the check
book.
Pay-rolls: Pay-rolls should be checked
and the amount thereof endorsed and
certified as correct by some person other
than the pay-roll clerk, for the purpose
of avoiding fictitious names and errone
ous amounts and totals; The payment
to employees should be made by a third
person.
Audit: Such additional procedures
should be used as are recommended by
the auditors. The latter should be aided

Staff audit: Transactions and records
should be regularly checked, so far as
practicable, by staff auditors who are
not regular employees of the book
keeping department.
Independent audit: The accounts
should be reviewed and audited thor
oughly by professional auditors. The
audit should be made frequently, but,
if practicable, it should be made at
uncertain times, in order that the
employees may not know in advance the
time of the audit.
Auditor's verifications and tests:
The audit should include all verifications
and tests that the auditor considers
necessary. Direct verification of all
amounts due on accounts receivable
should be made with customers. The
auditor’s certificate as to the accuracy
of financial statements used for credit
or other business purposes should be
obtained.
Suggestions Made to Agents
The surety company viewpoint is
given from a somewhat different angle
in the following suggestions that were
prepared and published in a guide for
the use of agents:
“It should be borne in mind that a
fidelity bond is not intended to license
an employer to have a lax system nor to
be disinterested in the honesty of the
employees selected, nor to trust an em
ployee to a greater extent than the em
ployer would without indemnity.
“In determining the desirability of a
fidelity risk two general features are to
be considered:
“First, the class of business, (condition
of employment, supervision, audit of
accounts, etc.).
“Second, the moral hazard, (em
ployee’s past record, etc.).
“There are certain classes of business
that can not be made profitable to the
Company regardless of the care exercised
in selecting employees. This fact may
be due to the nature of the business
itself, the conditions under which em
ployees operate, the system of accounting
employed, or to the fact that the
employee is unworthy of the bond.
“In passing on a fidelity risk the
underwriter endeavors to determine the
opportunity that is open to the employee
for defalcation. The employer’s state
ment of the Company is drawn to bring
out this point especially. Some of the
unfavorable conditions watched by an
underwriter are as follows:
“(a) Remuneration or compensation
of an applicant. As a rule, the Com
pany does not care to write bonds for
employees who appear to be underpaid,
nor for employees operating on a com
mission basis. A commission salesman
is particularly undesirable, if he has no
traveling expenses.
“(b) Traveling salesmen who carry
valuable samples constitute a hazardous
risk, unless there is an arrangement made
for an audit of accounts and samples at
least once a month.
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“(c) Ordinarily no bond should be
issued for an employee who has power
to endorse checks for any other purpose
than deposit, in which case it should be
arranged that the bank cashing such
checks will be liable.
“(d) If an employee signs checks,
countersignature should be arranged for.
“(e) In case of a branch manager, de
posits should be made at frequent inter
vals to the credit of the employer, and
no such funds should be withdrawn
except on the check of the employer,
never on the check of the branch
manager alone.
“(f) If an employee has been in the
service of the employer prior to the exe
cution of the bond, the Company
should be assured by the employer that
the employee is not then in default.
“Because of its nature, the Position
Form of Bond can be issued only upon
risks of the most desirable class, i.e., to
cover inside employees in approved lines
of business upon whom a constant and
regular check is maintained.”
The Reporting of Losses
The fidelity and surety companies
call particular attention to the fact that
many irregularities are not reported to
the surety companies by the organiza
tions in which they take place. Failure
to make such a report invalidates a
fidelity bond.
Instances are on record in which ac
countants and bank examiners gave to
directors of banks and corporations
warning of suspicious irregularities or
even of definite shortages in the accounts
of trusted employees, only to have the
warnings ignored, on the ground that
the men involved were “valuable em
ployees.” Sometimes when such a
warning has been ignored, the pecula
tions of a “valuable employee” later
have reached a staggering total. The
vital importance of reporting irregu
larities, even though slight in character,
for the various reasons given, should be
kept in mind by business men.

Preventive Measures from the
Viewpoint of the Banker
Commercial Fraud as it Affects
Banking
Banking institutions everywhere favor
all measures that tend to safeguard
money, securities, and other convertible
property. They are especially con
cerned with the rising tide of crime that
expresses itself in embezzlements and
forgeries, credit frauds, and stock frauds.
The credit frauds threaten the stability
of the whole credit structure of business
in which banks are vitally interested,
and the prevalent stock frauds run
counter to the constructive work that
bankers accomplish in every community
in directing the wise investment of
savings.
Bankers are concerned with commer
cial fraud not only as it affects their
customers and the business community
in general; they are concerned even more
directly because of the fact that they are
custodians of vast amounts of money
and securities, and, despite the general
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“The Federal Trade Commission in
adoption of many safeguards against
fraud, they are subjected, as individual the course of its investigation of business
institutions, to increased risks by reason conditions has been strongly impressed
with the lack of uniformity and has
of the present crime tendency.
■ enlisted the aid of the American Insti
tute of Accountants, with a view to
Measures Adopted and Recom
remedying the condition. It has found
mended by Bankers
that
verified statements may be divided
The banker, to a greater extent than broadly
into—
ever before, is insisting that his custom
“(a) Those in which the certificate is
ers who seek commercial loans shall based
an examination of the books
submit balance sheets and earning withoutonpersonal
supervision of inven
statements, together with all essential tories
independent appraisal of all
schedules and detail; and, wherever it is assets and
with the aid of technical ap
practicable, the bank is likely to insist
and
that such statements shall be authenti praisers;
“(b) Statements verified with the
cated by accredited public accountants. personal
supervision of inventories and
The most important step yet taken
appraisal of all assets.
for the improvement and standardiza independent
“The value of the two classes of audits
tion of statements used for credit pur and
relation to each other depends
poses was the preparation by the Ameri to a their
great extent upon the character and
can Institute of Accountants and the magnitude
of the business involved.
Federal Trade Commission, and the
“In some cases method (b) has ad
promulgation by the Federal Reserve vantages
over method (a). In other
Board, of the document “Approved cases, notably
those of large companies
Methods for the Preparation of Balance- in which personal
of in
Sheet Statements.” The Federal Re ventories is arduoussupervision
and perhaps im
serve Board in the introduction to this practicable and the value
an inde
document makes the following state pendent appraisal of assets of
is liable to
ments:
considerably exaggerated, the reverse
“Through the courtesy of the Federal be
may be true. That is to say, a verifica
Trade Commission the Federal Reserve tion
based upon the books themselves
Board has been enabled to take advan without
an appraisal may be and often
tage of a large amount of information is
the safer method of procedure. It is
and data which the Trade Commission highly
desirable gradually to educate the
acquired in connection with the study
world to the great importance
of the statements made by merchants, business
of a complete form of audit statement,
manufacturers, etc., as showing the although
any plan for immediate adop
condition of their business. Because
intended to produce practical results
this matter was clearly of importance to tion
recognize that under present prac
banks and bankers, and especially to the must
probably more than 90 per cent of
Federal Reserve Banks which might be tice
statements certified by public ac
asked to rediscount commercial paper the
countants are what are called balancebased on borrowers’ statements, the sheet
audits, such as are described in
Federal Reserve Board has taken an paragraph
(a) above referred to.
active interest in the consideration of
“As a first step toward the standardi
the suggestions which have developed as
a result of the Trade Commission’s zation of balance-sheet audits and to
investigation, and now submits in the insure greater care in compiling and
form of a tentative statement certain verifying statements the Federal Trade
proposals in regard to suggested stand Commission requested the American
ard forms of statements for merchants Institute of Accountants to prepare a
memorandum on balance-sheet audits.
and manufacturers.
“The problem naturally subdivides This memorandum was duly prepared
and approved by the Council of the
itself into two parts:
“(1) The improvement in standardi Institute representing accountants in
all sections of the country.
zation of the forms of statements.
“(2) The adoption of methods which
“After approval by the Federal Trade
will insure greater care in compiling the Commission the memorandum was placed
statements and the proper verification before the Federal Reserve Board for
consideration. The Federal Reserve
thereof.
“In recent years bankers, through Board, after conferences with represen
their associations and otherwise, have tatives of the Federal Trade Commission
made rapid progress in the direction of and the American Institute of Account
more uniform and complete forms of ants, and a careful consideration of the
statements. Much has also been ac memorandum in question, has accepted
complished in the improvement of the the memorandum, given it a provisional
quality of the statements rendered and or tentative indorsement, and submitted
in securing statements which do not it to the banks, bankers, and banking '
depend for their accuracy on the bor associations throughout the country for
rower’s statement alone, but are verified their consideration and criticism.
“The recommendations in the mem
to a greater or less extent by independent
scrutiny and audit. The advantage of orandum apply primarily to what are
a statement certified by trustworthy known as balance-sheet audits. This is
public accountants over an unverified an initial step which may easily be suc
statement is evident. At the present ceeded by future developments tending
time, however, there is no uniformity still further to establish uniformity and
as to the extent of verification in the covering more fully the field of financial
case of statements put forward as having statements.”
It is not within the scope of this
been verified.
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Letter-Bulletin to reproduce the audit
instructions and forms of statements
included in this important document.
It will suffice to say that the forms and
suggestions have found wide acceptance
by bankers and business men through
out the country. Many banks suggest
to their customers that the forms and
suggestions be followed in preparing
statements to be submitted for loan or
credit purposes; other banks suggest
the use of their own special forms.
Many of the special forms and sugges
tions are a development of the forms
and suggestions originally recommended
by the Federal Reserve Board.
The bankers of the country, acting as
organized groups, as banking organiza
tions, and as individuals, are giving
much time and thought to the matter of
the standardization and improvement of
financial statements. The need for
verified statements, supported by all
necessary detail, is now recognized by
progressive bankers throughout the
entire country.
The American Institute of Account
ants, through its special Committee on
Cooperation with Bankers, has done
much to formulate, by specific recom
mendations, the best thought of ac
countants and bankers with regard to
moot points. One of the most recent
contributions of this committee was a
report with respect to the preparation of
balance sheets giving effect to new
financing. This report was presented
at the annual meeting of the Institute,
in September, 1923, and has been given
wide circulation among accountants
and bankers.

•
Opinions of Bankers
Many bankers have rendered a
valuable public service by speaking upon
the subject of credit statements before
organizations of. various kinds, particu
larly those composed of business men.
Brief extracts will be given from two
such addresses that have recently been
made to practising accountants.
Mr. Julien H. Hill, president, National
State and City Bank of Richmond, Va.,
speaking to the Society of Virginia
Public Accountants, made, among others,
the following statements:
“The audited statement is daily
growing in importance in determining
the extension of credits, but there are
still thousands of concerns who have yet
to appreciate the advantages accruing to
themselves as well as to their banks;
and I do not hesitate to tell you that we
are daily advocating the value of
periodical audits by certified account
ants, and I rejoice to see that even
among the smaller banks the audited
statement is now recognized as of
first importance. * * *
“In conclusion, let me say that as vital
as is your work to the banker, it can
never be the final word for him in de
termining credit. Remember those four
basic factors: Character, Capacity, Ap
plication, and Capital. Sometimes it is
quite difficult for the accountant to un
derstand the banker’s viewpoint. If
this happens with you, talk it over with
him. He wants your criticisms and

maybe he can occasionally change your
way of thinking, or vice versa. He is
always open to conviction, and a closer
relationship between the men of your
profession and of ours cannot but tend
to safer and saner business methods and
constructive work along many lines.”
Mr. A. E. Van Doren, vice-president of
the Irving Bank-Columbia Trust Com
pany, of New York, in speaking recently
to a group of practising accountants,
made many constructive suggestions
relative to the use of verified statements
by bankers. After suggesting ways in
which statements for credit purposes, in
cluding those prepared by professional
accountants, could be standardized and
made more satisfactory from the bank
er’s viewpoint, Mr. Van Doren said:
“The accountant’s report is to a great
er extent than ever before being relied
upon by the banker in formulating his
conclusions regarding the goodness of the
loans he is called upon to extend to his
customers. I refer here to loans which
are not based upon specific collateral,
but upon the general credit and capital
of the borrower.
“While all audits are not made for the
purpose of obtaining a basis upon which
to obtain bank credit, it is safe to say
that the major portion of them arise
from this need, or that the resultant
balance-sheets figure in credit arrange
ments.
“The accountant should determine
the purpose of his report and prepare it
accordingly, keeping before him, how
ever, the likelihood of it being used as a
basis for credit.
“It is conceivable that the time will
come when the banker will require every
unsecured loan of important amount to
be supported by proper records properly
supervised, and will demand the report
of an independent examination of the
borrower’s financial position by account
ants of recognized standing and ability.”
Precautions Taken by Banks
Banking institutions, for their own
protection, adopt all possible precautions
against embezzlement and forgery. It
is the accepted practice for a bank to
bond its employees; to plan its organiza
tion by the division of duties in such a
way that it is difficult for fraud to be
committed without collusion; to install
all devices that are likely to discourage
and to prevent fraud; to employ, in
every practicable way, the staff auditing
principle; to make daily proofs and
checks to verify the cash on hand; and,
finally, to employ professional account
ants to make a disinterested audit of
transactions and the verification of cash
and securities on hand.
Any bank that fails to take these pre
cuations incurs an unnecessary and un
desirable responsibility and sets, in its
own organization, a poor example to its
depositors and customers. The efficacy
of the precautions commonly taken is
apparent when one considers how rarely
a bank defalcation, when one actually
occurs, adversely affects the interests of
depositors.
In this connection, it should be noted
that national banks are subject to exam
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ination and audit by officials and
auditors representing the Federal Gov
ernment and that state banking institu
tions and clearing houses are subject to a
similar regulation and audit by repre
sentatives of the state banking depart
ment. Added safeguards are thus pro
vided, but these safeguards do not re
lieve the banking institution from the
responsibility of taking the steps already
indicated for its own protection.

Investment Advice
The work of the American Bankers*
Association and of its local members in
the encouragement of thrift and the
sound investment of savings is well
known. The bankers of the country,
collectively and as individuals, have al
ways stood as a barrier to fraudulent
financial schemes and manipulations.
Seldom indeed has an individual who
has sought and followed the advice of a
reputable banker lost money by reason
of the purchase of spurious or fraudulent
securities. Constructive financial ad
vice with respect to the investment of
funds is commonly given by bankers to
their customers, or to any one who seeks
their advice, without charge or fee of any
kind.
Bankers have done a great deal to
drive home the idea of caution in invest
ment by encouraging the organizations
formed to advise, without charge, the
small investors. The slogan “investi
gate before you invest” is becoming well
known throughout the country through
the activities of many of these organiza
tions and committees.
The difficulty has always been that
many people, untrained in financial
matters, have not sought and followed
the advice of bankers and others who, by
reason of their financial training, are
competent to form intelligent judgment.
All too often the man of small means has
been carried away by specious argu
ments and the hope of fabulous profits.
Business men and accountants, there
fore, should strive to bring about a
closer relationship between bankers and
persons, particularly those little expe
rienced in financial affairs, who have
surplus funds to invest. The establish
ment of such relationship, the encourage
ment of proper regulatory acts, the
prosecution of offenders, and the use of
verified statements, will tend to limit
the activities of purveyors of fraudu
lent securities.

Preventive Measures from the
Viewpoint of Credit Men
Crime Tendency in Credits
The crime tendency in credit matters
is not only well recognized by credit
men throughout the United States, but
is so serious that is has resulted in action
by the National Association of Credit
Men. The expenditure of an annual
appropriation of $500,000 for the pur
pose of combating credit frauds is in
contemplation.
The matter is discussed by Mr. J. H.
Tregoe, secretary-treasurer of the Na
tional Association of Credit Men, in a
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general letter to the members of that
association, under date of May 1, 1924,
as follows:
“Commercial crime—The propor
tions reached by crime in the commercial
field claim the close attention and
critical study of all interested in the
future of American credits.
“Having followed the expansion of our
credit system through three decades, it
has seemed strange to me that I could
not put my finger on the chief causes of
this criminal outburst. There is no
doubt that free selling on easy credit
terms has encouraged the devious
tendencies; but aside from this responsi
bility resting on the seller, there is a
breaking down in morals from causes
that would test our best pathological
skill to discover.
“There drifts to us from London the
news that Great Britain has suffered in
business of late a moral debacle. The
Honorable Sidney Webb, president of
the Board of Trade, expresses the belief
‘that a system of law and a system of
prosecution should be brought about
that would put a stop to the abuses of
credit.’ The news from our neighbor
across the seas contains a familiar ring
for it seems that the crooked games
practiced on the business of our country
are being tried with considerable success
over there.
“ ‘Credit swindles are now becoming
so common,’ says the message, ‘that
they are threatening the whole basis of
credit, and even affecting wholesale and
retail quotations. Prudent traders have
had to increase their margin of allow
ance for losses through supplying goods
to shopkeepers who fail and vanish.’
“Something bad has penetrated the
blood; and, with great earnestness and
singleness of purpose, we must devote
our highest powers to the curbing of
these criminal tendencies.
“The National Association of Credit
Men, in line with its long established
policy and its firm belief in the necessity
of the work, will endeavor to secure
sinews sufficient to carry it on effectively
and to meet all of the exigencies of the
situation. An income annually of at
least $500,000 for several years would
provide a fund large enough in all
probability to police the country and
to make the ways of the commercial
crook unprofitable. In this project
officers set for the defense of the law
and judges set for its interpretation must
arise to the necessities of the situation
and perform their part in the correction
and punishment of fraud.
“There is a clarion ring throughout the
body of business for an arising to this
situation that has developed so rapidly
of late. There is a demand that we
recognize that failure to play a proper
and adequate part in providing the
needed sinews and reaching out for the
detection and punishment of persons
who have intentionally deceived and
defrauded will bring serious injury to
our commercial texture and add to the
costs of doing business.
“We have presented no appeal of late
that weighs so heavily on our conscience.
We hope earnestly it will find a congenial
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response in the heart and conscience of if then made would be false, and pro
cures upon the faith thereof, for the
every business man.’’
benefit either of himself or of such
Prosecution of Persons Making
person, 'firm or corporation, either or
False Statements
any of the things of benefit mentioned
The work of the Commercial Frauds in subdivision one of this section,
“Shall be guilty of misdemeanor and
Court, which was organized recently in
New York, bears an important relation punishable by imprisonment for not
to the prevention and punishment of more than one year or by a fine of not
credit frauds. This court, to which a more than one thousand dollars, or
special magistrate is assigned, devotes both fine and imprisonment.”
Under the foregoing statute, it is a
its attention exclusively to the trial
of cases involving false financial state misdemeanor to offer a false statement
ments. The record of convictions in for the purpose of obtaining credit,
this court to date has been ninety-nine property, or money, regardless of
per cent. In many cases, pleas of guilty whether or not the effort is successful.
have been entered by defendants who If credit, property, or money is ob
have made no attempts to answer the tained, an additional charge of petty or
charges, conclusive in their nature, grand larceny, according to the amount
presented by merchants to whom false obtained, may be lodged against the
person who makes the false statement.
statements have been submitted.
For years many business men suffered
The proceedings in this court are
brought under a section of the penal losses of this character in silence and
code entitled “Obtaining Property or regarded them as a necessary evil.
Credit by Use of False Statements.” The conditions have now changed, and
Similar statutes are in force in many with the proper means at hand for
other states, as heretofore noted. These punishing the offenders, many cases
penal laws have such a direct bearing have been prosecuted successfully. The
upon the misrepresentations made in amounts involved in many of the cases
credit frauds that it is considered de are small, and the small losses under the
sirable to give one of the laws (that of former procedure probably prevented
New York) in full. The statute is as the prosecution of many cases.
Many other states have equally
follows:
“1293-b. Obtaining Property or satisfactory statutes with respect to
Credit By Use of False State this type of fraud, and prosecutions are
being conducted successfully in many
ment. Any person
In the states in which the laws
“1. Who shall knowingly make or places.
are defective, and whenever the proc
cause to be made, either directly or in esses
prosecution are inadequate,
directly, or through any agency what credit of
lawyers, accountants, and
soever, any false statement in writing, businessmen,
generally should exert
with intent that it shall be relied upon, themselvesmen
to bring about a state of
respecting the financial condition, or affairs in which
convictions for fraudu
means or ability to pay, of himself, or lent misrepresentations
can be promptly
any other person, firm or corporation, secured.
in whom he is interested, or for whom
Cooperation with Accountants
he is acting, for the purpose of procuring
in any form whatsoever, either the
The Robert Morris Associates, the
delivery of personal property, the pay well-known organization of credit men
ment of cash, the making of a loan or who occupy credit positions with bank
credit, the extension of a credit, the dis ing institutions—an organization that is
count of an account receivable, the affiliated with the National Association
execution, making or delivery by any of Credit Men—has taken active steps
person, firm or corporation of any bond to cooperate with professional account
or undertaking, or the making, accept ants in the matter of the standardiza
ance, discount, sale or indorsement of a tion and use of credit statements. In a
bill of exchange, or promissory note, recent monthly bulletin of this organi
for the benefit of either himself or of zation, there appeared the following
such person firm or corporation; or
letter written by Mr. Harvey E. Whit
“2. Who, knowing that a false state ney, chairman, Committee on Coopera
ment in writing has been made, re tion with Public Accountants, to Mr.
specting the financial condition or means Alexander Wall, secretary of the Robert
or ability to pay, of himself, or such Morris Associates:
person, firm or corporation in which he
“I am enclosing with this a copy of a
is interested, or for whom he is acting, letter addressed to the Members of the
procures, upon the faith thereof, for the American Institute of Accountants by
benefit either of himself, or of such their committee that has been in contact
person, firm or corporation, either or any with our Committee on Cooperation
of the things of benefit mentioned in with Public Accountants.
subdivision one of this section; or
“It would seem to me that we should
“3. Who, knowing that a statement give this action the fullest possible
in writing has been made, respecting the publicity among our members through
financial condition or means or ability our Bulletin so that they may be in a
to pay of himself or such person, firm or position to exercise the greatest degree
corporation, in which he is interested, or of personal cooperation possible.
for whom he is acting, represents on a
“This progressive action on the part
later day, either orally or in writing, of the accountants suggests several
that such statement theretofore made, things that our members might well do
if then again made on said day, would be to carry this work to its final complete
then true, when in fact, said statement ness.
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“1. Each member should familiarize
himself with the document, ‘Approved
Methods for the Preparation of BalanceSheet Statements.’ I understand copies
of these were sent the members some
time ago and that you are ready to
supply them to members.
“2. In discussing audits with ac
countants the members should emphasize
the advantages of their drawing up the
balance-sheets in accord with this report.
“3. The members should give the
principles of this report publicity with
their customers so that they will in
struct accountants to follow the prin
ciples of the report.
“4. Where certified public account
ants are not conversant with these
principles or do not follow them the
members would materially assist our
committee by reporting such facts to
the committee as well as forwarding
further examples of faulty audits to
strengthen the committee’s evidence.
“If the members can be made to
appreciate the importance of full per
sonal cooperation, it seems that very
good and almost immediate results can
be expected. The leaders in the ac
counting profession have welcomed our
cooperation through committee and
have now gone to their members with
the problem. It is now the oppor
tunity as well as the duty of our members
to exert their personal cooperation.”
The document referred to in the above
letter—“Approved Methods for the
Preparation of Balance-Sheet State
ments”—is the one to which reference
was made, and from which a quotation
was given, heretofore in this LetterBulletin. At this point, it is sufficient
to note the hearty cooperation between
the Robert Morris Associates and the
members of the Institute, which will
undoubtedly tend to reduce losses that
arise from credit misrepresentations.
(The End)
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He drinks (present tense) a glass of
water with every meal.
The thirsty man eagerly drank (past
tense) the water.
I have drunk (perfect tense) water from
this spring many times.
He has drunk (perfect tense) the water
you gave him.
He had drunk (past perfect tense) the
mixture before the doctor arrived.
“It should be noted, however, that the
word drunk is often used as an adjective
to refer to a person who is intoxicated.
Thus, in the sentence, ‘He was drunk
when we saw him,’ the word drunk is
used as a predicate adjective, not as a
verb.”

Accountancy Firm
Opens European
Branch

VERY day comes new evidence of
the steady advance of this country
in the commercial affairs of the
world. American bankers and business
men are extending the frontiers of Ameri
can trade, and their representatives are
found in the important capitals of the
world, as well as in many remote dis
tricts.
The profession of accountancy, unlike
medicine and law, travels abroad—it
accompanies American bankers and
business men to foreign fields. Wherever
properties are to be financed or acquired,
wherever financial investigations are a
prerequisite or a result of investment, the
American accountant is called upon to
represent American capital. It was in
this way a generation ago that the char
tered accountants of Great Britain
followed British capital. In their turn,
American accountants are following
American capital, and, therefore, play an
important part in the world expansion of
American trade and business.
Already a large number of branch offices
in foreign cities are maintained by firms
English Definitions of American accountants. Our readers
will be interested in the announcement
HE following letter was recently of the establishment of another im
called to the attention of the editor portant foreign office by American ac
of THE PACE STUDENT. For countants—a Berlin office by Messrsthe benefit of those who may be inter

Lybrand,
Ross Bros. & Montgomery.
ested, the letter and the answer to it are The announcement of the firm in respect
reprinted below.
to the matter is as follows:
“I am interested in knowing the
“We have arranged to open an office
various rules to follow in connection with in Berlin, Germany, and we shall be
using the words drank and drunk, prepared to undertake accounting en
present, past, and perfect tenses. Would gagements anywhere in Central Europe.
it also be possible for you to give me One of our partners, Mr. E. Elmer Staub,
sentences in which these words could be who is thoroughly conversant with the
used.”
German language, will be resident in
The Editor’s reply was as follows:
Berlin, and we shall have a competent
“Your letter of December 4th was duly staff of German-speaking accountants
received. The words drank and drunk who are familiar with American
are, respectively, the past tense and past methods.
participle of the verb drink. The pres
“We shall be glad to be of use to you
ent participle is, of course, drinking. along any line, either in answering in
The verb “drunk” should always be quiries, making investigations, auditing
preceded by has, had, or have. The accounts, or like service. A number of
verb drank, however, is never preceded our clients have interests, such as fac
by one of these words. Thus, never say tories or branch offices, abroad; others
has drank, had drank, or have drank. either maintain buying organizations
The following sentences will illustrate the there or purchase directly or through
correct uses of the various forms of the foreign agents. In some cases, advances
verb drink.
are made or credits extended. If, in
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connection with any of these foreign
transactions, our services will be helpful,
do not hesitate to call upon us.
“We are making a study of existing
and probable tax conditions in Germany
for several clients and will be in a position
to make tax reports and suggestions. We
do not expect to make appraisals, but we
can arrange for service of this character,
“For the present, please address all
communications to our New York office,
110 William Street. Your inquiries will
receive our prompt attention.”

Day School Lecture
M. MARTIN KORTJOHN, of
R
Kortjohn & Tripp, certified
public accountants, a graduate
of Pace Institute, New York, gave an
interesting and instructive talk recently
to the students of the Day School Di
vision, Pace Institute, New York.
Mr. Kortjohn chose as his subject,
“What not to do in a professional
C. P. A.’s Office,” as applied to junior
accountants who were getting their ex
perience. He gave many humorous
examples of the mistakes young account
ants make and pointed out the way to
avoid them.
All through his talk, Mr. Kortjohn .
made references to his own study at Pace
Institute years ago. In advising the
students, many of whom will soon start
on their business careers, he particularly
emphasized the need of review work in
preparing for the state C. P. A. exam
inations. It is essential, he said, to
review the early semesters in order to be
sure of the underlying fundamentals.
He stressed, also, accuracy, saying,
“Accuracy is of prime importance. The
lack of ability to add columns of figures
and to copy numbers accurately by
young accountants is deplorable and
pitiable.” In his own office, employment
tests show that the majority of appli
cants for positions as junior accountants
are negligently careless even when under
going tests upon which their employment
depends.
Neatness, too, he considered a neces
sary virtue, not only because it is a pre
requisite of accuracy, but because neat
ness in reports saves time and money and
makes a good impression upon the client.
In discussing the question of, “Does
the public practice of accountancy pay
the accountant,” he said that it does only
in so far as the accountant is well trained
and prepared for his work. He said a
“would be” accountant who worked by
rule of thumb could hardly expect to be
a success.
In these days, the man
soundly versed in the fundamental
theory and practice of accountancy is the
one who succeeds.
In recapitulation, Mr. Kortjohn ad
vised his audience not to deviate from
their determined path (i. e. the public
practice of accountancy), because of rosy
offers from commercial organizations,
stating that, “From three to five years of
professional practice will be incalculably
valuable in later years.” Continuity of
purpose is required, according to Mr.
Kortjohn, in preparing for accountancy
success, as it is in preparing for the
practice of any other profession.
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Le Roy Tucker
“THERE is little that I can do to re
lieve you of the burden of sorrow
caused by the death of this fine
young man—your son Le Roy. I do
wish, however, to assure you of my deep
and genuine sympathy.
“The young man conscientiously
performed his duties as a student, as is
evidenced by his regular attendance and
his grades. I note in one instance five
consecutive marks, no one of which fell
below 90 per cent—a very exceptional
record in Pace Institute. His con
scientiousness is evidenced also by a
letter in our files, bearing date March 31,
1924, in which he says that he is confined
at home because of a general run-down
condition, and that he is unable to get
to the city. He then requests that we
mail further work to him at his home.
His conscientious habit extended, I have
no doubt, to his business duties, as well
as to his school work; and his influence
was a wholesome one upon his business
associates and fellow-students. ”
Thus wrote the Editor, on behalf of
this magazine and the Institute, to Mrs.
E. J. Tucker on the occasion of the death
of her son, Le Roy Tucker. The young
man, well-known in the Institute by
reason of his conscientious and effective
study, was the Son of Dr. and Mrs. E. J.
Tucker, of Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.
Everything known to medical science
was done to save the young man’s life,
including a series of blood transfusions.
Le Roy Tucker, called from his activi
ties at the age of twenty-four, still lives
by reason of the impress he made upon
his associates and fellow-students. He
gave conscientious attention to duty; he
carried heavy study and work re
sponsibilities under the discouraging
conditions of failing health; he fully per
formed his social and family obligations.
In doing these things he helped others in
the performance of their duties; and his
life, by reason of its impress upon others,
reaches out in an ever widening circle
of influence and help. In this thought
it is hoped that the sorrowing parents
may find comfort in the face of their
great loss.
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TOUCHE, NIVEN & CO., public ac
countants, announce the admission to
their firm of Robert C. Brown, C.A.,
C.P.A. Mr. Brown assisted Mr. C. R.
Whitworth, of the firm of Touche, Niven
ROTECTING Foreign Shipments, &
Co., for a number of years in the man
Insurance against Credit Risks,” agement
of their Chicago office which
is the title of an article which, in will
be conducted under the
view of the campaign being carriedjoint
out hereafter
direction of Mr. Whitworth and
by the American Institute of Account Mr. Brown
as resident partners.
ants and other organizations against
commercial crime, should be of interest ALVIN J. LICHTENBERG, a graduate
to accountants and business men, of Pace Institute, New York, announces
particularly to exporters. No doubt a the opening, on January 1st, of offices for
large percentage of the estimated annual the practice of accounting and auditing,
losses of $400,000,000 from credit frauds at 110 East 42d Street, New York City.
is borne by exporters. The article was
written by H. L. Gibson, a former stu
dent of Pace Institute, now secretary of
the American Manufacturers’ Foreign
Credit Underwriters, Inc., and was
published in the January issue of Man Opening of Columbia
agement and Engineering.
School of Business
The article deals particularly with the
protection of exporters from credit
HE School of Business of Columbia
hazards by the insuring of export ship
University had its official opening on
ments. One insurance company in
Saturday evening, December 6th,
America, according to the article, does
in the new School of Business building on
business of this nature. Insurance of
this kind has been made possible by the 116th Street.
Brief addresses were given at the open
pooling of credit information and the
interchange of ledger experience through ing exercises by President Nicholas
one central file—that of the insurance Murray Butler, Dr. D. P. Kingsley, and
company. By this means sufficient Mr. W. J. Banham. The opening
information in respect to foreign buyers speeches were followed by a reception,
has been collected to enable the in given by the director and his staff, and
surance company to estimate intelli by an inspection of the Buildings by the
gently the risk involved and to under guests.
writer the consequent credit hazard. In
addition, information is collected and
published in respect to the more impor
tant market zones and in respect to the Washington Gradu
credit standing of foreign merchants. ates—Representative
Exporters, therefore, are able to grant
credit intelligently.
Group
The article gives the procedure fol
T is interesting to note that sixteen
lowed in handling insured export ship
different states and the District of
ments and the procedure followed in
Columbia were represented by the
case of loss. It also gives the benefits
derived by exporters from the insuring of
thirty graduates of Pace Institute,
foreign shipments—benefits which, stated Washington, this year.
New York, Virginia, Massachusetts,
briefly are the prevention of loss by
intelligent granting of foreign credit and Pennsylvania, and the District of Colum
by insurance against credit hazards; the bia led with three graduates each.
coordination of effort in respect to collec Illinois, Missouri, and Maryland followed
tion of information concerning foreign with two each. States represented by
merchants and markets; the publica one graduate each were Michigan, North.
tion of a credit guide; the concentra Carolina, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky,
tion of legal effort; and the facilitation Rhode Island, Texas, California, and
of financing.
Ohio.

“Protecting Foreign
Shipments”

P
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“Study Accountancy at Pace”
Controllers, auditors and professional accountants everywhere give this advice to
men and women interested in Accountancy development. Classes are organized at
brief intervals at Pace Institute, New York, and instruction is also given by Exten
sion (correspondence). Information cheerfully furnished upon request to Registrar.

Pace Institute
30 Church Street

New York

